MINOR CHANGE IN THE WORK
ARTICLE 7.4

MARCH 2011 (BASED ON OCTOBER 2010 FRONT END)

Follow "Contractors Request for Change Order" (7.2.3) or "Field Work Order" (7.2.2) Work Flows

Did the Contractor Proceed with the Work?

Did the Contractor Submit Notice in 3 days? (1)

Contractor Reviews and Determines that Contract $ or Time are Affected

Contractor Proceeds with the Work

A/E and Contractor Incorporate Supplementary Instructions, Field Instructions, or Clarification into Project Record

A/E Issues Supplementary Instructions, Field Instructions, or Clarification to Contractor with No Presumed Cost or Time Impact

Contractor Waives $ and Time (2)
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Footnotes:
(1) GC 7.4.3
(2) GC 7.4.4